Minutes from ASP leadership meeting

Date:
Present:
Absent:
Referee:

May 27, 2014
Søren Rysgaard (SR), Dave Barber (DB), Tim Papakyriakou (TP). Peter Schmidt Mikkelsen (PSM)
Torben Røjle Christensen (TRC), Ronnie Glud (RNG), Malene Simon (MS)
PSM

1. Report and feedback from Young Sund field campaign, Leg One
The Leg 0ne sea ice field campaign in Young Sund in general went well. New interesting knowledge was
gained from the instruments deployed last fall. Unfortunately, however, a mooring was lost, as it was
anchored to the sea ice that broke up (only 200 m from the ice edge).
2. Student committee in ASP
John Iacozza has suggested forming an ASP student committee. Leadership like this idea, and suggest
that John / Education Team drives this process forward, starting with an email to all ASP related
students, inviting for volunteers to the committee and including a brief description of the tasks of the
committee members.
3. ASP videos from field campaigns
A question from Communication team regarding if the Leadership plan to put aside resources to create
new ASP videos from each field campaign was discussed. Leadership did not see this a standard task,
but rather something each institution could decide to do ad hoc, e.g. Peter Bondo participates in Young
Sund, Leg three.
However, Leadership suggests that Communication team start to arrange for making 1‐2 minutes
videos with lead authors, whenever new papers are published. Such videos can easily be linked to
directly from our individual publication lists. The communication offices in each institution should
already have the necessary equipment and knowledge to make such videos.
4. ASP teams meeting in Aarhus, November 4‐5
The ASP team meeting will, as earlier announced, be held in Aarhus on November 4‐5, 2014. Leadership
has decided that due to cost savings only one representative from each team pr. site will participate.
Next year another team member may participate. This year’s participants will be identified and invited
in the near future.
5. ArcticNet meeting in Ottawa, December 8‐12
Leadership would like to invite ASP scientists to the International Arctic change conference in Ottawa,
December 8‐12, 2014 (http://www.arcticnetmeetings.ca/ac2014/). A major purpose, besides
participation in the conference, is for scientists from various ASP institutions to meet and discuss future
field collaboration, e.g. in Baffin Bay, Cambridge Bay, Station Nord. Soeren Rysgaard will in the near
future send out an invitation including some practical info.
6. Next leadership team meeting
September 23, 2014. PSM will distribute agenda one week before meeting.
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